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Introduction: Anthropology,
Collecting and Colonial
Governmentalities
Tony Bennett, Ben Dibley & Rodney Harrison
This special issue contributes to an emerging literature on the materialities of colonial gov-
ernment by considering the changing relations between practices of data collecting, styles of
anthropological knowing and modes of governing which target the conduct of colonial and
metropolitan populations. Drawing on comparative studies from Australia; the Australian
administered territory of Papua; France; French Indo-China; New Zealand; North America
and the UK; the papers consider the implications of different forms of knowledge associated
with practices of collecting—anthropology, archaeology, folklore studies, demography—in
apparatuses of rule in various late nineteenth and early twentieth-century contexts. This
introduction outlines the rationale for the volume and elaborates the concept of “anthropo-
logical assemblage” which helps focus the authors’ explorations of the socio-technical agen-
cements which connected museum, ﬁeld, metropolis and colony during this period. In
doing so, it points towards a series of broader themes—the relationship between pastoral
power and ethnographic expertise; the Antipodean career of the Americanist culture
concept; and the role of colonial centres of calculation in the circulation of knowledge, prac-
tices of collecting and regimes of governing—which suggest productive future lines of inquiry
for “practical histories” of anthropology.
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Museums
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The papers brought together in this special issue of History and Anthropology have their
origin in the workshop, “Colonial Governmentalities”, held in late October 2012 and
hosted by the Institute for Culture and Society at the University of Western Sydney.
The impetus for this event was the research collaboration, “Museum, Field, Metropolis,
Colony: Practices of Social Governance”.1 We provide a brief outline of this initiative as
a context for situating this special issue. We then identify the intellectual rationales that
cohere the papers that are brought together here, and indicate how each paper contrib-
utes to their development. We then identify a further set of connecting themes emer-
ging from the papers which suggest productive avenues for future inquiry as a prelude
to our conclusion.
Context
“Museum, Field, Metropolis, Colony” examines the changing relations between
museum practices and the governance of metropolitan and colonial populations
during the early development of anthropology’s ﬁeldwork phase. Comparative in
approach, it focuses on a series of case studies: the Torres Strait Expeditions and the
inﬂuence of their team members, particularly Alfred Cort Haddon, in developing
anthropology in Britain and the Dominions as a university discipline and an adminis-
trative science; Baldwin Spencer’s and Frank Gillen’s ﬁeldwork in Central Australia and
Spencer’s roles as director of the Museum of Victoria and as Protector of Aborigines;
Franz Boas’ involvement in the Jesup North Paciﬁc Expedition, his curatorial work at
the American Museum of Natural History, and his inﬂuence on the early development
of multicultural policies in the USA; Paul Rivet’s and Georges Henri Rivière’s roles in
the establishment of the Musée de l’Homme and the Musée des Arts et Traditions Popu-
laires and the relationship of French ethnology to the administration of French West
Africa and Indo-China and to the study and display of provincial folklore; Mass Obser-
vation as a form of “anthropology at home” and its role in the development of new
forms of cultural governance in the UK; and Māori and Polynesian ethnography as
it developed under the auspices of Wellington’s Dominion Museum and Dunedin’s
Otago Museum, and its role in New Zealand’s assimilation policies and the adminis-
tration of its Paciﬁc dependencies.
These case studies are examined with the intention of investigating: ﬁrst, how
museums became more closely involved in the governance of colonized populations
during the early ﬁeldwork phase of anthropology’s history; and second, the differences
and similarities between the roles of museums in these respects in “settler” and con-
quest colonial contexts. The project also advances a number of theoretical concerns
that (a) explore the implications of Foucault’s account of liberal government for
approaches to the practical histories of anthropology in both colonial and metropolitan
contexts, as well as across and between them; and (b) develop and apply new theoretical
concepts and methods for the analysis of museums by exploring the relations between
governmentality theory, assemblage theory and actor-network theory for the light they
throw on the institutional properties and entanglements of museums.
138 T. Bennett et al.
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The workshop brought together an international group of researchers that included
the project’s team and invited participants to share work that addressed these con-
cerns.2 Participants were invited to examine questions of colonial governmentalities
by investigating the ways in which practices of collecting cultures were connected
with those targeting the conduct of colonial subjects and populations: that is, with
the implications of different kinds of knowledge associated with practices of collect-
ing—anthropology, archaeology, folklore studies and demography—for the function-
ing of apparatuses of rule in various late nineteenth and early twentieth-century
colonial contexts. This special issue brings together a selection of these papers,
revised and developed since their workshop presentations.
Rationales
The literature bringing a Foucaultian analytics of government to colonial situations is
now rich and well advanced (Scott 1995; Stolar 1995; Bennett 2004; White 2005; Legg
2007; Petterson 2012). A signiﬁcant contribution has been made by investigations of
the role of anthropology in colonial government (Thomas 1994; Pels 1997; Pels and
Salemink 1999). These have supplied important insights into the processes through
which colonial subjects and populations come to be constituted both as objects of
knowledge and as sites of intervention. However, the recent “material turn” in cultural
analysis informed by assemblage theory and actor-network theory has given cause to
qualify and reﬁne these arguments (Bennett and Joyce 2010; Bennett and Healy
2011). In particular, this turn has insisted that greater attention be paid to the technol-
ogies, techniques and devices through which relations of knowledge and power are
composed, and, through which relations between the governors and the governed
are assembled. With regard to the analysis of colonial rule this has demanded more
ﬁne-grained investigations that trace the socio-technical assemblages in which particu-
lar expert knowledges are implicated and speciﬁc forms of authority are exercised
(Bennett 2009, 2010; Dias 2010; also see Otter 2007). This special issue contributes
to this emerging literature on the materialities of colonial government by taking as
its focus a particular type of practice: the collection of anthropological data.
The essays gathered here deploy this optic to investigate how collecting practices are
enmeshed in particular networks of relations (see also Bennett 2013; Harrison 2013).
These concern the assemblages of human and non-human elements—of the human
bodies, recording devices, paper techniques, theoretical statements and so on—
through which anthropological data are gathered, distributed and made calculable.
Although regionally dispersed, drawing on the colonial experiences of Britain,
France, North America, Australia and New Zealand, the case studies examined share
a particular chronological focus, the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In
these different national contexts, this period is signiﬁcant for the emergence of anthro-
pology as a disciplinary knowledge formation, for the advancement of “native policy”
as a scientiﬁcally informed administrative practice, and for related conceptions of its
application “at home”. As their point of departure, contributors have focussed on
speciﬁc mechanisms of data gathering—whether they be those associated with the
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museum collection, the photographic archive, the population census, the social survey
or the anthropologist’s ofﬁce. By focussing on the socio-technical assemblages in which
particular collecting practices are enmeshed, these papers map the trajectories of
various “immutable and combinable mobiles” (Latour 1987)—the photographic
image, the collected object, the survey form and so on—through which ethnographic
data become knowable, portable and programmable as they circulate from sites of gath-
ering to centres of calculation and, once transformed by the ordering practices of such
centres, back to the ﬁeld in a variety of forms.
The papers also address questions of “the conduct of conduct” central to the ana-
lytics of government, examining how technologies of collection are implicated in
shaping the conduct of both the governors and the governed. In this regard, it is impor-
tant to note that the rubric, “colonial governmentalities”, under which these essays are
gathered, does not refer exclusively to situations of formal colonialism. Rather, it is
used to evoke two connected but distinct sets of relations—one spatial and one politi-
cal. The ﬁrst concerns a regional distinction between the metropole and colony, which
includes (though is not limited to) a geopolitical distinction, between, say, Britain and
its dependencies. We are also concerned with the role of anthropology in the pro-
duction of similarly organized relations within metropolitan powers between the
capital city and its various hinterlands. The second concerns the distinction, which is
central to Foucault’s conception of liberal government, between those mechanisms
of governing that work through the forms of freedom they organize and those which
operate coercively. We are particularly interested in the divisions that colonial govern-
mentalities work through in designating colonized populations—or sections thereof—
as being below the thresholds required for freedom’s rule to be applied. Not limited to
colonial subjects alone, such targets can also include the working classes, rural popu-
lations as “folk” subjects, as well as women and children. These groups have been sub-
jected to directive forms of rule in which they too are denied—through similar logics to
which their colonial counterparts were subject—the attributes deemed necessary for
liberal subject-hood: the capacity to practice a responsibilized freedom.
What these papers share, then, is a concern with the analytics of colonial governmen-
tality which seeks to investigate the regimes of practices through which particular
anthropological entities—“the dying Native” (Rowse 2014), the habits of “the
masses” (Harrison 2014), or the secret/sacred tywerrenge (Batty 2014), for examples
—emerge, stabilize and change as they work the interface between the governors
and the governed. To draw out in more detail some of the key historical and theoretical
coordinates that the papers engage, it is useful to consider the particular relationship
between governmentality and anthropology in this period, and to elaborate on the
concept of “anthropological assemblages” which implicitly or explicitly informs the
approaches taken by each of the authors to their empirical material.
Governmentality and Anthropology
The period considered by the authors—from the late nineteenth century through to the
Second World War—is a period during which the relationship between anthropology
140 T. Bennett et al.
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and the state was transformed. Contributors discuss a range of initiatives in which
anthropologists were initially involved outside of the state early in this period which
later became aligned with state-sponsored programmes. In this they document a
process Foucault (2007, 109) termed “the governmentalisation of the state” where
relations come to be “established between political rule and other projects and tech-
niques for the calculated administration of life” (Miller and Rose 2008, 69). However,
read collectively, the papers also constitute an attempt to disconnect arguments about
“the practical history of anthropology” from the assumption that the relationship
between anthropology and governmentality can only be identiﬁed under circumstances
where there is a direct or identiﬁable impact on the administrative practices of the state.
Of course there are a number of instances where this can be demonstrated (see Dibley
2014, for example), but arguments about governmentality have a broader orientation:
that of the respects in which knowledge practices provide means of acting on popu-
lations and individuals on the part of experts whose relations to state administrative
practices might take many forms—as parts of administrative bureaus, or as agents
outside such bureaus whose activities nonetheless impinge on and effect in various
ways the discourses and apparatuses which such bureaus employ in conceptualizing,
organizing, and legitimizing their practices (see Bennett 2014; Harrison 2014).
Tony Bennett’s formulations on the role played by the post-Boasian concept of
culture in providing a “working surface on the social” offer a useful example. Here,
Bennett, quoting John Dewey, argues that “culture” constitutes:
the mediating surface on and through which government, guided by science, must seek to
shape passions, desires and interests by acting not “directly upon individuals but indirectly
through their incorporation within culture” … in ways that allow a balanced apportion-
ment of the relations between government and freedom. (Bennett 2014, 151–152)
Culture in this sense becomes what Foucault has termed a “transactional reality”, med-
iating the interface between the governed and the governing. But it would be misleading
to limit our analyses of the relationship between governmentality and anthropology
to the particular contours of the “culture” concept. Indeed, anthropology’s distinctive
contribution to processes of governing has consisted precisely in the variability of the
conduits it has organized for acting on populations. Boasian “culture” provides one
strong example of this (Bennett 2014), but contributors to the special issue identify a
number of other transactional realities which served to mediate relations of governmen-
tality: “the dying native” (Rowse 2014), “native culture” (Dibley 2014), and “morale”
(Harrison 2014) are all examples of entities that have emerged to work this interface.
“Anthropological Assemblages”
Assemblage theory has been invoked in numerous ways to illuminate the practical his-
tories of anthropology, perhaps most notably by Ong and Collier (2005) in the atten-
tion they have drawn to its role in deterritorializing global assemblages of varied kinds.
The term “anthropological assemblages” is proposed as a means of engaging with the
ways in which, in their early twentieth-century forms, anthropological museums
History and Anthropology 141
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operated at the intersections of different socio-material networks: those connecting
them to the public spheres of the major metropolitan powers, those linking them to
the institutions and practices of colonial administration, and those comprising the
relations between museum, ﬁeld and university. With regard to the last of these,
Bennett (2013) has proposed the concept of “ﬁeldwork agencement” to cover much
the same ground as Clifford’s (1992, 100) concept of “the préterrain”, but with two
important differences.3 Bennett uses the term in a more restricted sense to refer to
the more immediate forces—transport systems, the mediating roles of missionaries
or colonial administrators, the technologies of ﬁlming or recording, the use of tents
as locations in close proximity to but distinct from “the ﬁeld”—organizing the ﬁeld-
work situation (Bennett 2013). Clifford’s concept of the préterrain is more expansive,
including the role of discursive factors and that of the longer set of networks—from
point of conception and origin through to the ﬁeldwork situation itself—which
organize the anthropological encounter. However, the concept of agencement adds
something that Clifford’s account does not accentuate: a stress on the distribution of
agency across the relations between human actors (anthropologists, Indigenous “sub-
jects” and “informants”) and non-human actors, particularly in recognizing the role of
the various technical instruments and devices (ﬁlm and sound recording instruments,
cameras, callipers, anthropometers, etc.) which, depending on how “data” are deﬁned,
determine how they are collected and processed.4
We intend the concept of “anthropological assemblages”, then, to encompass (i) the
whole set of relations and processes, from origin and conception, which condition
anthropologists’ routes to, conceptions of, and modes of entry into “the ﬁeld”, including
the role of anthropological discourses—of culture, of “Man”, of the environment, of race
—within such processes; (ii) the relations between the anthropologists and the other
agents—human and non-human—in the more immediate ﬁeldwork contexts in
which data are collected and subjected to initial processing; (iii) the routes through
which the anthropologists return to “base”, the mechanisms through which thematerials
and data they have collected are subjected to institutionally speciﬁc processes of ordering
and classiﬁcation; and (iv) the manner in which suchmaterials and data are connected to
the institutions and networks through which, whether in the public sphere, in relation to
the tasks of colonial administration, or those of social management “at home”, anthro-
pology is governmentally deployed, by either state or non-state actors, to bring about
changes in the conduct of speciﬁc populations. This concept provides a distinctive
empirical and conceptual orientation to the papers collected in this special issue.
The Papers
In the opening paper Bennett investigates anthropology’s changing afﬁliations with the
apparatuses of the ﬁeld, the museum and the university over the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. Examining these relations, he is concerned to analyse anthro-
pology’s place in relation to liberal governmentality. To this end, Bennett examines the
different governmental rationalities informing the deployments of anthropology across
the relations between museum, ﬁeld, public and administrative practices associated
142 T. Bennett et al.
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with the early twentieth-century formations of Australian, American and French
anthropology. He pays particular attention, in the last two cases, to the ways in
which the relations between ﬁeld and museum affected the exhibition practices of
the Musée de l’Homme under Paul Rivet and the American Museum of Natural
History under Franz Boas. Working with these formulations, Bennett traces the ways
in which anthropology was implicated in liberal rule, particularly through its role in
differentiating populations with respect to their varying capacities for freedom. He
focuses particularly on varied aspects of the post-Boasian career of the culture
concept in this regard.
The next two papers are concerned with the complex and ambivalent ways particular
ethnographic technologies were folded into apparatuses of colonial rule. In her paper
Elizabeth Edwards examines the photographic collecting practices of the Colonial
Ofﬁce over the 1860–1870s. Tracing the epistemic procedures through which pho-
tography and its role in colonial government operated, she qualiﬁes arguments that
posit a ready ﬁt between colonial photography and colonial rule. Rather, Edwards pro-
vides an account of a more fragile colonial project in which the purpose and use of
photographs were marked by uncertainty, where their acquisition was far from sys-
tematic and their evidential quality far from secure. Edwards argues that the photo-
graphic archive of the Colonial Ofﬁce did not constitute information to be
mobilized in colonial action, but rather served as a “form of reassurance” in the face
of the radical contingencies of colonial rule. In her paper, Nélia Dias, provides an analy-
sis of a research trip to former French Indo-China, which Paul Rivet, director of the
Musée d’Ethnographie du Trocadéro (MET), conducted in the early 1930s under the aus-
pices of the Ecole Française d’Extrême Orient (EFEO). Dias is concerned to investigate
the afﬁnities between administrative ethnographic practices and ethnographic research.
She does so by examining the ethnographic surveys conducted by the EFEO and the
relationships between local collectors in the ﬁeld and the MET. In drawing out the geo-
graphical dimension of Rivet’s Indo-China research and the role of colonial infrastruc-
ture in securing the submission of Indigenous populations, Dias argues that
administrative ethnographic practices were oriented towards the management of terri-
tory, while ethnographic research focused on listing and registering ways of controlling
the territory. Here the ethnography/administrative nexus was already so strongly forged
as to render the project of an ethnographic museum redundant.
The fourth and ﬁfth papers consider how particular museum and museum-like col-
lecting practices, and their associated styles of knowledge, came to be aligned with
various administrative practices governing colonial milieus and metropolitan publics.
Fiona Cameron turns to a formative moment in the history of anthropology in New
Zealand as it was institutionalized as both disciplinary and administrative knowledge
directed at the material conditions of Indigenous life. She considers the anthropological
apparatuses emerging under the auspices of the New Zealand state during the opening
decades of the twentieth century, focussing on H. Devenish Skinner and his work on
Māori and Paciﬁc artefacts at both the Otago Museum and Otago University.
Cameron traces the networks in which Skinner’s collecting, teaching and research prac-
tices were located, emphasizing in particular the importance of Clark Wissler’s “culture
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areas” concept for these. Cameron considers how Skinner’s research was linked with
particular centres of calculation, especially through his association with the Board of
Māori Ethnological Research. In his paper, Rodney Harrison reviews the project of
Mass Observation by investigating its epistemic procedures, collecting practices and
its connection with surrealism. He contends that Mass Observation was a “‘museologi-
cal’ project”, arguing not only from its conception that Mass Observation was an insti-
tution committed to the museal tasks of collecting, ordering, archiving and exhibiting,
but that it also “conceptualized itself in museological terms”. Harrison considers the
ways in which Mass Observation brought together museological methods of collecting
and assembling with new mechanisms of individual and collective self-watching, and
the ways in which these “oligoptic” mechanisms became implicated in the emergence
of new forms of metropolitan governance in Britain during the Second World War.
The sixth and seventh papers are concerned with how practices of collecting data
regarding colonial populations were complexly entangled in regimes of colonial rule
in ways that tested the veracity of the propositions of that rule. Tim Rowse considers
“the dying Native story” as it was articulated in three settler societies, Canada, the
USA and New Zealand, from the late nineteenth to the mid twentieth century. He
investigates how census data on Indigenous populations came to adjudicate on the
truth of this narrative and particularly in the ways in which Indigenous intellectuals
mobilized such data in their arguments. Rowse teases out three senses in which the
dying Native story could be taken as true or false. These concerned the ways in
which Indigenous people might be said to be dying out or disappearing through cata-
strophic mortality, through miscegenation, or through the rapid attrition of native
society. Rowse gives two examples of Indigenous intellectuals who, in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries, identiﬁed the ﬁrst sense of “dying native” as
the colonial narrative that they had to address and to falsify. This falsiﬁcation was
both discursive (they pointed to census data showing population recovery) and prac-
tical (they exhorted their people to change their ways, so that this population recovery
would be sustainable). Implicitly or explicitly, this Indigenous project marginalized the
scenarios of genetic adulteration and cultural loss that, at that time, preoccupied many
anthropologists. Against the gloomy predictions of anthropology, the Indigenous intel-
lectuals studied by Rowse asserted the knowledge claims of a demography that was
rooted in the colonial state’s capacity to manage and measure their people. In the
seventh paper, Ben Dibley explores the development of government anthropology in
the Australian Administered Territory of Papua during the interwar period. He
argues that this corresponded with the assemblage of a new kind of anthropological
actor: one which was framed in relation to new articulations of the administrative,
museum and academic networks associated with the emergence of functionalist
anthropology and one which was implicated in the new forms of rule associated
with the doctrine of humanitarian colonialism, formally sanctioned by the League of
Nations. He focuses on the collaborations and contestations of the government anthro-
pologist, Francis Edgar Williams, and the Lieutenant Governor, Hubert Murray, as they
negotiated competing anthropological claims for “being in the true” and their different
governmental implications.
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The closing papers are concerned with questions of ethnographic expertise and Indi-
genous agency in programmes of colonial rule in two different antipodean settler for-
mations. Conal McCarthy traces the circulation of objects, personnel and ideas through
a series of institutions central to the administration of Indigenous populations in New
Zealand and in its Paciﬁc dependencies during the opening decades of the twentieth
century, in particular, the Department of Native Affairs, the Dominion Museum, the
Board of Māori Ethnological Research and the Polynesian Society. Focusing on the
role of prominent Māori intellectuals and politicians, key among them Te Rangi
Hiroa and Āpirana Ngata, McCarthy charts a simultaneous and paradoxical process
of resistance and accommodation, contestation and collaboration between Indigenous
leadership and the settler state. In the ﬁnal essay, Philip Batty explores how a particular
class of Aboriginal object, the secret/sacred tywerrenge, has been enrolled in colonial
and post-colonial programmes directed at the government of Indigenous populations
in Central Australia. For missionaries, these objects were impediments to Indigenous
“salvation”; for anthropologists, like Baldwin Spencer, they were evidence for evol-
utionist formulations on the transformation of “primitive” religious beliefs into
science; while, more recently, possession and knowledge of a tywerrenge have been
used to determine ownership to traditional land and legal rights to it. To consider
the complex folding of traditional Aboriginal religious belief into forms of colonial
rule in which tywerrenges have been instrumental, Batty investigates two events—one
a missionary intervention in 1928, the other a land claim hearing in the 1990s.
Connecting Themes
What all these papers share, then, is a concern with the ways the processes of data col-
lection and modes of anthropological expertise on which they are dependent are
enrolled in various governmental practices targeting the conduct of colonial and
metropolitan populations and subjects. There are three further substantive themes
that cut across the papers which are suggestive of future lines of inquiry.
Pastoral Power and Ethnographic Expertise
A number of the papers touch on the role played by ethnographic expertise in the
relations between pastoral and governmental forms of power. This is substantially so
in Batty’s (2014) consideration of the ethnographic practices of a Lutheran mission,
but it is also raised indirectly in Harrison’s (2014) and McCarthy’s (2014) papers
which share a concern with the ways in which forms of ethnographic expertise were
folded into the practices of an emerging social welfare state. The point of connection
here is Foucault’s analysis of pastoral power, which he investigates as one of the mod-
alities of power constitutive of his genealogy of governmentality. With its roots in the
Christian tradition, the distinctiveness of pastoral power lies in the techniques that it
mobilizes that simultaneously minister to the individual and to the community, “so
as to improve the lives of each and every one” (Foucault 1981, 235). One of the key
insights of Foucault’s account is to distinguish between institutional pastoral power
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and functional pastoral power. While the former, associated with religious institutions,
has diminished in signiﬁcance historically with increasing secularism, this has not wit-
nessed a concomitant decline of the latter. Rather the techniques of pastoral power have
become dispersed across other institutional forms, of which the practices of the welfare
state have been a signiﬁcant historical instance (Foucault 1981, 235). What the question
of pastoral power opens in terms of the material discussed by contributors to this issue,
then, are: ﬁrst, the various ways in which ethnographic practices are implicated in its
institutions—be it the mission (Batty 2014) or the health department (McCarthy
2014) or the Ministry of Information (Harrison 2014). Second, and relatedly, it
points to the ways in which techniques of pastoral power come to cut across practices
of both colonial and liberal government inasmuch as ethnographic knowledge has
come to concern itself less with the limits of freedom and more with pastoral care of
the colonized—particularly with regard to their hygiene and morality. Third, it raises
the question of “counter-conduct”. It is in the context of his discussion of pastoral
power that Foucault introduced the notion of counter-conduct to capture struggles
over conduct that marked the theological contestations of the Reformation (Foucault
2007, 227–248). There would seem to be utility in this concept for the history of anthro-
pology, not only in relation to syncretic religious practices that marked Indigenous
resistance movements, but also the practices that McCarthy (2014) describes in this
issue, in which Māori elites practiced modalities of Indigenous governmentality
which contested the Pakeha prescriptions of Māori conduct in the contexts of an emer-
ging social welfare state.
The Antipodean Career of the Americanist Culture Concept
Another point of connection that emerges between a number of papers concerns the
different governmental up-take and deployment of the Americanist concept of
culture across the USA and New Zealand. This is particularly so around arguments con-
cerning the plasticity of culture, one of the distinctive legacies of Boas’s work. These
connections occur in Rowse’s (2014) and in McCarthy’s (2014) papers, in relation to
the arguments made by Māori intellectuals, Te Rangi Hiroa and Ngata and others,
about the plasticity and adaptability of Māori culture. They also inform Cameron’s
(2014) paper which charts the contrasting inﬂuence of Wissler’s culture area concept
on New Zealand anthropology through the work of Skinner. The New Zealand case
looks to provide the occasion to reﬂect on the ways in which different aspects of the
Americanist tradition were picked up and used by different groups—Māori and
Pakeha—in often contrasting programmes of government.
Colonial Centres of Calculation
Finally, papers share a concern with the varied and distinctive functions of ofﬁces,
archives, collections, museums, storerooms and depots, particularly with the ways in
which these different “sites” are related to the circulation of knowledge, practices of
collecting and regimes of governing. In contending with these relations two concepts
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have been signiﬁcant for contributors, the connected notions of “centre of calculation”
and “centre of collection”. In a number of papers, particularly Dias’s (2014) and
Dibley’s (2014), the question of the relationship between such centres is raised in
ways that come to qualify Latour’s initial formulations. In this they challenge the
implicit centre-periphery logic that would seem to accompany Latour when he
posits centres of calculation exclusively in the metropole, as sites distant from the
ﬁeld as a site of collecting. Rather, in different ways these two papers identify and
stress the importance of local centres of calculation for various articulations of colonial
rule. In this there is the implicit suggestion that the exercise of rule in these particular
colonial situations enjoyed a degree of independence from their respective metropoli-
tan centres. This resonates with arguments made in a different intellectual tradition by
Steinmetz (2007) with regard to the relative autonomy of “the colonial state ﬁeld”.
Edwards’ (2014) paper also contributes to this argument in the sense in which it
suggests that the role of immutable and combinable mobiles which were collected at
centres of collection and calculation, such as the Colonial Ofﬁce, was much more com-
plicated than it might ﬁrst appear; that in some cases, such objects provided material
assurances which were perhaps more important than their discursive functions,
which have tended to receive greatest attention.
Conclusion
The papers in this special issue each provide rich discussions of the complex and chan-
ging relations between practices of data collecting, styles of anthropological knowing
and modes of governing associated with a number of different anthropological data
collecting projects in both colonial and metropolitan contexts. Taken collectively,
they point towards new directions for “practical histories” (cf. Pels and Salemink
1999) of anthropology in their sensitivity to the socio-technical (and biopolitical) agen-
cements which connected museum, ﬁeld, metropolis and colony, and the ways in which
“anthropological assemblages” became densely entangled in apparatuses of rule
throughout the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
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Notes
[1] “Museum, Field, Metropolis, Colony: Practices of Social Governance” is an Australian Research
Council Discovery project (Award Number DP110103776). The project was awarded to Tony
Bennett (convenor) and Fiona Cameron in the Institute for Culture and Society at the University
of Western Sydney as Chief Investigators, and to Nélia Dias (University of Lisbon), Rodney Har-
rison (University College London), Ira Jacknis (University of California, Berkeley), and Conal
McCarthy (Victoria University of Wellington) as International Partner Investigators. Ben
Dibley was the Research Fellow appointed to the project. The project was also supported by
research assistance from Michelle Kelly. For an overview of this project see http://www.uws.
edu.au/ics/research/projects/museum_ﬁeld_metropolis_colony.
[2] The invited participants were Philip Batty (Melbourne Museum), Elizabeth Edwards (Durham
University), Henrika Kuklick (University of Pennsylvania), Tim Rowse (University of Western
Sydney), Paul Tapsell (University of Otago), Julie Thorpe (University of Western Sydney) and
Paul Turnbull (University of Queensland).
[3] While occasionally used by Deleuze, the term agencement has been most fully elaborated in the
work of Callon (2005) to engage with the active role played by market devices in structuring
market relations. The concept has also been applied to varied processes of collecting and gath-
ering, including censuses which, as Ruppert (2009) shows, often had a close relationship to
anthropological ﬁeldwork practice in the early twentieth century.
[4] For a related account, see Candea (2013).
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